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Thought Problem

• In the first year of medical school anywhere in the world, 
most students study basic sciences. They typically see no 
patients during that year. 


• Imagine two medical students from Tanzania take the 
summer after their 1st year to travel to remote rural towns 
of northern Michigan where physicians are rarely seen, 
providing medical care for patients with diabetes, chronic 
obstructive pulmonary disease, substance abuse, other 
common disorders of rural poverty. They have little 
supervision, and know only rudimentary English.  





Let’s Unpack
• Would they have known how to treat the diseases they were treating?


• How would they have communicated with their patients?


• Would they have known what medicines were available locally? How 
would they have done diagnostics?


• How would they have ensured follow-up care for their patients, especially 
those with chronic conditions?


• What recourse would patients have if they were injured by the students’ 
care?



The Trope of “Any Help 
is Better than None”



Presumptions

• That people in precarious situations just sit around waiting 
for outsiders to come in and fix their problems


• That poor people will be happy with “anything” because 
they have “nothing” 


• That anyone who has the heart to want to help should try 
to “make a difference” or “be the change”—especially 
when it’s a so-called “developing country” where 
everything is presumed to be “worse”
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Short Term Global Health 
Volunteering Abroad 
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The Volunteer Project

• 6 health facilities, public & missionary 

• Approximately 20 volunteer placement companies (VPOs) 
doing medical voluntourism business there 

• Participant observation over 1700 hours across 5 field 
seasons 2011-2017 

• Interviews with 50 foreign volunteers, 91 Tanzanian health 
professionals 

• Online research of VPO marketing since 2014
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Health Care Voluntourism Target Markets

• Health Professions Students 

• Undergraduate pre-health students 

• Secondary school students 

• Career leavers



Popular Countries 
Haiti 

Dominican Republic 
Jamaica 
Belize 

Honduras 
Panama 

Guatemala 
Columbia 
Ecuador 

Peru 
Brazil 

Argentina 
Chile 

Singapore 
Vietnam 

Cambodia 
Thailand 

China 
Nepal 

the Philippines 
India 

Kenya 
Uganda 
Tanzania 
Zambia 

South Africa 
Ghana



Volunteer Company 
Advertising









Companies have gotten 
wise to voluntourism 

critiques…



• “Trustable” VPO compared to others


• Volunteers’ contributions to Sustainable Development Goals


• Quantified “impact” 


• Partnership, contributions to local economy


• Meaningful service to the “most vulnerable”


• Medical ethics policies & pre-screening


• Distinguish what they are doing from “Voluntourism”—often draw on notion of “internship” 
and adequate “supervision” 

Marketing in Response to Voluntourism 
Critiques









General Information on Clinical 
Volunteering in Tanzania



Origins of Volunteers

• Most clinical volunteers in Tanzania come from the U.K. or the USA.  

• Many Scandinavians, Canadians, Australians, increasingly getting volunteers 
from the Middle East, Asia, and African countries—it’s spreading
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Motivations

• Tanzanians 
• Untied funds (more volunteers 

hosted, more funds coming in) 
• Hospitality: “they are guests and 

they depend on us” 
• Hopes for particular institutional 

and professional futures 
• Long-term connections

• Foreign Volunteers 
• Experience: demonstrate altruism 

and clinical experience for school 
or jobs 

• Travel, see different health system
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Most Popular Departments for Volunteers
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Findings
• Unskilled and unqualified volunteers regularly: 

Deliver babies 

Assist in surgery 

Teach each other medicine beyond supervision 

Circumvent local professionals to access the experiences they want (even breaking rules to do 
so) 

Knowingly defy limitations put on them by their home institutions 

Understand what they are doing is possibly unethical



Volunteer Interviews



“Jack”, 22 year old American 
pre-medical student

• Jack: “I want to, like, spend a good amount of time 
in maternity and I want to, I will be like, I’ll be 
damned if I leave Tanzania and haven’t delivered a 
baby.” July 2015
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Morgan [his friend, also in high school] was saying, well, 
semi- joking that whenever people asked "Oh are you pre-
med, are you at university" that she was thinking about 
lying so that she got to do more. But I would never do that 
because then they would think that I'd be able to do stuff 
that I wasn't able to do like delivering babies, doing minor 
surgeries, that kind of thing. And I'd definitely screw it up. 

~”Robert”, British High School Graduate, Applying to 
Medical School, July 2014
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“[Dr. Rose] came in and, there were definitely too many people [foreign 
volunteers] standing at that curtain [beside where women give birth]. 
And there was a woman in active labor, and we were just observing. But, 
I think [Dr. Rose] kind of freaked out that there were so many people 
there. […] and I was like, "Okay, well maybe like there's nothing I can do 
here, like, maybe after the baby is born I can help take its stats, like I 
know how to take BP, temperature, stuff like that." [Dr. Rose] was like, "No 
you can't". She knows I'm pre-med. […] Then [Dr. Rose] gave us, really 
this big lecture about how if you're pre-med you can't be here, you can't 
even observe. […] then like every time I wanna go to maternity now, I 
kind of have to make sure, like, Dr. Rose is not there.  

~ “Allison”, 20 year old pre-med from the USA. 
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• “One of the doctors in surgery told me that I could assist this 
week. Um, like assist like, scrubbed in, hands deep. And he 
never asked if I was pre-med. He just never asked. And so, like, 
I said "Yes". If he gives me the chance to do it. I'm probably 
gonna do it. But maybe I shouldn’t.” 

• “Allison”, 20 year old pre-med from USA.



• “They [the Tanzanians] start doing something and they ask me 
to take over kind of thing, and I feel often, you know, that maybe 
I can to a better job [laughs]” 

• 21 year old British pre-medical student



Tanzanian Perspectives



“does not show contempt”—Doctor, July 17, 
2015

• “You meet a student who says, ‘I 
expect to study this or that’ [i.e. plans 
on studying health professions] but 
she has not been in medical training, 
it would not be good to expose her in 
areas, like labor ward, areas that are 
sensitive. At the very least, a person 
who is a medical practitioner would 
already know medical ethics! […] I 
don’t like ‘lay persons’ in a ward like 
this!”
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“they do not know how to protect 
themselves”—Doctor, July 21, 2015
• “You know a large percentage [of volunteers], if you follow 

them, they do not know sterility, they do not know how to protect 
themselves. Now, you must stay with [volunteers] and explain 
and guide them through the procedure that should not be done 
without the proper equipment. So when they come they don’t 
know, I don’t believe those [volunteers] that come have 
received proper training on how to do this work so that they can 
do it well.”



“They just left her like that”—Doctor, July 
21, 2015
• “There was a time that a mother 

tore because [the volunteers] did 
not do the delivery in the way they 
were supposed to. They wanted to 
deliver the mother like animals 
deliver their babies. We have not 
learned that procedure, but that 
mother [they delivered] tore so 
much that sewing her up was not 
an option. And they just left her 
like that.”
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“support”—Doctor, July 17, 2015

• “Something I would like to see, when [the 
volunteers] see a shortage that we have, 
they return [home] and find a means of 
being able to support things, so that they 
can help us in our services in the hospital. 
Because I know in their country they may 
have other things that they do not use, but 
we could use them fine. This is something 
I would like to ask them, that when they 
return home they initiate something like 
this so that they can actually help us with 
our hospital services.” 



Most volunteers go abroad to learn & have an 
experience, not to help necessarily.  

That’s okay. But…



What are they learning? Is this what they 
should be learning? How can we mitigate the 
potential burdens/risks/costs for everyone? 



Short Term Medical Missions 



Judith Lasker: Hoping to Help
• There are a wide array of practices, some problematic, 

some very considered and ethical


• Most STMMs locations based on personal history or 
serendipity of practitioners rather than where needs are 
highest


• Choice of focus on perceived need or personal skills of 
practitioner, not on host country or community needs


• Most common form is one-shot volunteering/mission—
the least sustainable and most problematic option, 
where often unskilled volunteers are brought along





Regulatory Processes for Physicians

• Education to MD/DO degree


• Certification through residency & national board exam


• Licensure in province/state of practice


• Credentialing by health facility



Trouble with STMMs
• Most practitioners circumvent licensure & credentialing in host countries, 

practitioners can (and do!) go beyond scope of practice


• Illegal importation of drugs without registering with proper authorities


• Duplication or undermining existing health system


• Don’t cooperate with government to ensure practicing in most needed areas 
on most-needed types of care


• Don’t necessarily provide charts or hook patients up with follow-up care


• Most don’t engage in work that strengthens existing health care systems









Take-Aways
• Most participants are like you and me, people with good intentions 


• Not all organizations or missions are bad, but the lack of regulation & host 
country enforcement provides an enabling environment for unethical practice 


• It’s nearly impossible to “do your research” to find a “good organization” 
because they get to self-advertise. 


• Much of this work doesn’t meet the stated needs of the communities they’re 
supposed to serve. Just because it feels helpful doesn’t necessarily mean it is.


• Often it’s more about the volunteers’ experiences (in missions or otherwise) than 
the outcomes for patients & communities. How can we address the inequities?



The Best Programs
• Priorities should be health system strengthening, safe & ethical principles for communities/patients


• Longitudinal connection with the same people going (not a revolving door scenario), or significant 
pre-departure preparation on cultural humility, language, health needs, history & culture—a humble 
willingness to do the work before you go. 

• Adequate supervision of trainees & students (& if supervisors are from the community, adequate 
compensation). Don’t be afraid to ask the organization their plan for adequate supervision, 
mentoring, guidance!


• Practitioners follow registration laws in country, don’t go beyond scope of practice. Would you be 
allowed to do what you do there in your home country? Linguistically & culturally appropriate care in 
meaningful partnership with officials, practitioners, etc. from the communities purported to benefit


• Skills of volunteers should be matched with needs of communities—unskilled labor is not in short 
supply anywhere. Impact should be evaluated, particularly by communities hosting



Global Health Research
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Best Practices
• Get the training you need before you go—methods, history, culture, 

language, review of scholarly literature (including that produced by experts 
in place the field research will take place)


• Principles of equity—who is the data relevant to? How do you plan to 
collaborate & share? How are you sensitive to people’s time? What 
resources do you need in order to promote equity?


• Timeline—what is realistic as an arc? 


• Mentoring—find the scholars, activists, people with relevant expertise to 
guide you



Some Principles
• Draw on networks, or establish new ones—work on an existing project with 

built-in mentoring/supervision? Collaborate with a stakeholder on a project 
of mutual benefit? What universities does your institution collaborate with?


• Consider balance between your interests and what would be useful to 
places you study. Can you collaborate with a fellow student in the place 
you wish to do the project? What resources would be necessary and what 
would that look like? 

• Write a proposal early, well before you plan to go. Get feedback from 
multiple mentors, especially when possible from experts (broadly 
construed) in the place you’re going



Planning

• Your research methods/tools should balance your interests/data with a 
profound respect for people’s time.


• Prioritize learning about the context/problem over trying to “fix it.” 
Learners have a right to learn.


• Make the time, try to be realistic about time & feasibility requirements for 
preparation, orientation to place, actual field research, re-entry, write-up, 
dissemination. 



Possible trajectory

• Course work to help you with background work—literature review, 
language study, history & culture of region/area/people


• Research methods course in methods relevant to your study. 


• Find mentor(s) with relevant human subjects research experience, 
preferably with country expertise as well.


• Research proposal, grant writing—get feedback early, ideally at least 1 
term prior to when a grant is due.



Possible trajectory con’t

• Research Clearance—this takes time, do it well in advance. IRB plus 
determine if your research context also has research clearance 
requirements. 


• Be prepared to need to tweak your study design based on IRB/research 
clearance feedback


• Plan in time to just get “oriented” once you arrive. Always plan your stay 
for longer than you think you need. If you don’t think you have the time, 
it’s probably not the best time to do the research, and that’s okay.



Possible trajectory con’t
• If doing interviews, plan for lots of trial and error. Respect, flexibility are 

key. Field research is often lots of trial and even more failures than 
successes, but it’s worth it.


• Plan time for expressing gratitude, establishing connections with 
collaborators, participants, new friends before leaving. Plan to keep in 
touch, & for how to disseminate your findings once they’re analyzed.


• Allow yourself time in re-entry to process without being “productive.” Your 
insights 2 months from now are far better than they will when you’re 
freshly back from field research.



Possible trajectory con’t

• Decide how you want to analyze your data. Expect this to take time. 


• Consider how to write up & disseminate your research. Thesis? Report? 
White paper? Conference presentation? Peer-reviewed article? Research 
isn’t done when you return home. 


• What support do you need for write-up? Where can you get useful 
feedback? 



Thank-you!


